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We report on an initial spectroscopic study of low-density, x-ray photoionized neon with x-ray
spectroscopy. These experiments, carried out on the Z-machine at Sandia, are optimized to produce
a gradient-free, collisionless plasma, and to explore issues related to the rapid x-ray photoionization
of relatively cold, low-density plasmas. The initial experiments used time-integrated absorption
spectroscopy, backlit by the pinch radiation, to determine the ionization balance in the gas cell.
Future experiments will use time-resolved spectroscopy in both absorption and emission. The
emission spectra are expected to be similar to those seen from photoionized astrophysical sources,
such as x-ray binaries. Indeed, in addition to addressing basic plasma and atomic physics issues,
these experiments are designed to help the astrophysical community better understand the new,
high-resolution spectra being produced by the Chandra and XMM-Newton telescopes, and to
benchmark spectral synthesis codes. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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With the launch of NASA’s Chandra x-ray telescope1 in
1999, high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy of cosmic sour
beyond the solar system became possible. This telescope
the similar XMM-Newton telescope,2 launched by the Euro
pean Space Agency later that same year, comprise large~col-
lecting areas of roughly 1 m2! nested hyperbolic and para
bolic mirrors, instrument packages that include grat
spectrometers~transmission gratings in the case of Chandr
HETGS and LETGS and reflection gratings in the case
XMM-Newton’s RGS!, and CCD detectors. These gratin
spectrometers span energies of 0.08 keV to 10 keV and h
resolutions exceedingl/Dl;1000 at some wavelengths
Throughputs of the gratings in combination with the mirr
assemblies and CCD detectors are only in the tens of
Future missions, primarily NASA’s planned Constellation
~Ref. 3! will have much larger throughput and potential
will achieve even higher spectral resolution using microca
rimeter arrays.

With the advent of high-resolution astrophysical spe
troscopy, there is a new demand for detailed spectral mo
having an unprecedented degree of accuracy. Much atten
over the past few decades has been paid to x-ray spe
modeling of collisional, or coronal, plasmas. However, ma
of the brightest x-ray sources are not collisional but rat
are dominated by photoionization. As shown by Lieda
et al.,4 photoionized plasmas have a significantly differe
emission line spectrum than coronal plasmas having
1960034-6748/2003/74(3)/1962/4/$20.00
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same ionization distribution. Yet, the astronomical comm
nity has spent comparatively little effort benchmarking, te
ing, and analyzing spectral synthesis codes for photoioni
plasmas. This will have to change, however, if we are
better understand some of the brightest and most interes
sources, including black hole and neutron star x-ray bina
and active galactic nuclei.

One important method for testing and benchmark
codes is to study x-ray photoionized plasmas in the labo
tory, where they can be controlled and characterized. If
ionization balance and temperature of an x-ray photoioni
plasma can be determined while its emission spectrum
observed, then the codes used to model astronomical x
sources can be tested with laboratory data, and the labora
results can be used to guide the analysis of data from ins
ments like Chandra and XMM-Newton, and in the futur
Constellation-X.

To this end, we have begun a series of ride-along sh
on the Z-machine at Sandia to study the response of l
density gases to irradiance by strong x rays. The experim
tal packages consist of a cm-scale neon-filled cell with my
windows, mounted several cm from the Z-machine’s curr
return can, inside of which is the pinch itself—an implodin
tungsten wire array, that can generate upwards of 200 TW
x rays in a;10 ns pulse, characterized by an emission te
perature of roughly 200 eV.

Ultimately, we plan on making simultaneous, tim
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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resolved absorption and emission spectroscopic meas
ments of the gas cell, which can be filled with a variety
gases, including mixtures. The absorption spectroscopy
the pinch itself as a backlighter. See Fig. 1 for a schemati
the experiments. Experiments already completed have u
30 Torr neon (natom;1018cm23) observed in absorption
with a time-integrated spectrometer, and preliminary res
have been reported by Baileyet al.5 We note that these ex
periments have relevance for basic atomic and radia
physics, as well as x-ray laser research, in addition to as
physics.

Our interest is in the excitation/ionization kinemati
and the physical conditions of the x-ray photoioniz
plasma, and so we would like to minimize gradients, shoc
and collisional effects and isolate the atomic physics a
spectral line formation physics. To that end, we begin wit
low-density, uniform gaseous sample. We have perform
experiments with the astrophysically relevant gas neon,
will eventually explore other gases, such as argon. A com
mentary set of experiments involving iron foils has also be
performed on the Z-machine.6 The initial low density of the
gas in our experiments minimizes hydrodynamic motion a
plasma nonuniformities. However, the mylar walls, on
heated and vaporized, will implode the gas in the cell.
have performed some initial scaling studies to explore h
the thickness of the mylar walls can be varied to minim
compression and shock heating during the relevant phas
the experiment. See Fig. 2 for results of these calculatio

We have also performed simulations to explore the

FIG. 1. Top and side views of the pinch, gas cell target, and diagnostic
of sight. Note that the pinch both ionizes the plasma and acts as an ab
tion backlighter.
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fects of gas fill density. Smaller densities are desirable
ensure that the plasma is photoionized and not collisiona
well as to put the experiments closer to astrophysically
evant densities. But densities that are too small will not p

es
rp-

FIG. 2. Each panel displays four time snapshots~50 ns, 100 ns, 105 ns, an
110 ns! of the plasma temperature in the cell for three different BUCK
simulations. The top simulation is for the experiments that have alre
been carried out, and assume 1.4 micron thick mylar walls and a ga
density ofnatom51018 cm23. The middle simulation has 5.6 micron wall
and the same initial neon density. Note that the thicker walls put off the t
when the mylar launches a shock wave into the gas. The peak drive p
occurs between 100 ns and 105 ns. And by 100 ns, the wall-initiated sh
has traveled less than 10% of the way into the gas in this second simula
The lowest panel is from a simulation with a gas density ofnatom

51017 cm23. Note that the gas is completely optically thin to the x rays
this density and thus the heating is more uniform in this case.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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1964 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 3, March 2003 Cohen et al.
vide a strong enough absorption signal. Neon gas fill de
ties belownatom51017cm23 ~more than ten times less tha
the experiments we have already carried out! should opti-
mize the tradeoff.

These hydrodynamic simulations are performed with
1D Lagrangian code BUCKY.7 The input x-ray field from the
pinch is calculated using the VisRad~Ref. 8! viewfactor
code. These calculations are also used to optimize the
and positioning of the gas cell. Combined VisRad a
BUCKY simulations indicate that we should be able to o
tain ionization parameters (j54pI /n) in excess of 100~in
cgs units!, which is the value seen in x-ray binaries.

We ultimately postprocess the hydrodynamics simulat
output in order to synthesize observed spectra, us
SPECT3D,9 with atomic levels and transition rates calculat
by ATBASE.10 In Fig. 3 we show a representative set of ne
Ka absorption spectra, for different physical conditions
the gas cell. These calculations will be compared to tim
dependent absorption spectra backlit by the pinch itself,
will provide one constraint on the spectral modeling cod
We will also be observing time-resolved x-ray emissi
spectra in future experiments. A representative emission
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 3. SPECT3D simulations of backlit absorption spectra, for two diff
ent temperatures. Note how the ionization balance is readily inferred via
Ka absorption features, seen here at a resolution ofl/Dl;300. The corre-
spondingKb features are seen at higher energies.
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By producing a relatively gradient-free x-ray photoio
ized plasma in the laboratory, and characterizing it while a
measuring its emission spectrum, it will be possible to p
vide important information relevant to the astrophysic
community using the Z-machine x-ray source.

This research was made possible by Grant CC5489 f
the Research Corporation.
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FIG. 4. A neon emission line spectrum synthesized with SPECT3D
based on conditions from the hydrodynamics simulations. The spectral r
lution decreases moving down in this figure, from infinite on top toDE
52 eV in the middle panel andDE55 eV in the bottom panel. To tes
spectral codes in detail, we will need data with better spectral resolu
than is seen in the lowest panel.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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1Chandra Proposers Observatory Guide, http://cxc.harvard.edu/udocs/
docs.html

2XMM-Newton Users’ Handbook, http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/extern
xmmIuserIsupport/documentation/uhbIframe.shtml

3Constellation-X Mission Design, http://constellation.gsfc.nasa.gov/d
design/designIsummary.html
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